90-DAY AUTOMATION
ACCELIRATOR PROGRAM

RPA90X

Accelerating Automation & AI

Accelirate’s RPA90X program is the first and only, proven, tried and implemented 90-Day Automation Accelerator Program. RPA90X
is designed for either a company new to RPA or to a division within a company that just hasn’t had proper exposure to the technology.
RPA90X contains a base level of everything you need to get your program started and prevents you from going down a rabbit hole
of unexpected cost and unstructured deliverables. RPA90X was built just for these reasons and will get you a Development and
Production ready environment, as well as IN PRODUCTION processes that show real man hours returned to the business in the first 90
days.
The RPA90X program was designed to get in and get real results through our E^4 Strategy and Accelirate Delivery Pod:
The E^4 Strategy is the proven Accelirate methodology that inspired the packaging of the RPA90X program. It was created not only
to help jump-start RPA implementation within an enterprise but allows for customization to meet the unique business needs of every
company. With RPA90X, your company will first learn about RPA directly from the Accelirate team, then work with them to select
possible processes for automation and help to determine the goals and plans for your company’s digital transformation. Accelirate will
then evaluate processes for automation, noting the ones that offer the best business-value and greatest ROI. Once ideal candidates
have been selected, implementation begins and the ground work for a broader implementation plan is put into place. Simultaneously
as the team progresses through the Educate, Evaluate, and Execute phases, the Enable phase is put into practice. The Enable phase
includes the set-up of a Center of Excellence, Coaching of the enterprise team on how to discover new and analyze current processes,
training on the selected automation software platform, and the completion of a thorough Process Discovery analysis.

EDUCATE

EVALUATE

EXECUTE

- Teach RPA Capabilities and
Limitations

- Obtain Details for Selected Processes

- Automate Processes

- Product Installation

- Deploy Automated Processes to
Production

- Identify Possible Implementation
Areas and Low-Hanging Fruit
- Select Processes for Discovery
Session/Define Digital
Transformation

- Verify Technical Approach and
Assumptions
- Document Current Cost and
Performance/Measurement Criteria

- Broader Implementation Plan
- Hyper Care

1-2 Weeks

1-2 Weeks

8-10 Weeks

ENABLE
COE Add-on
Formulate Strategy for:
-    DevOps
-    Infrastructure
-    Operations Management
-    Change Control and Governance
-    BCP/DR

4 Weeks

Coaching Add-on
- Process Discovery Training
- Process Analysis Training
- Automation Platform Practical
Training

3 Weeks

Process Discovery Add-on
-    Organization Wide Discovery                                                                                                                                        
      Captures:
    -    RPA Feasibility
    -    Implementation Efforts
    -    Business Value
-    Implementation Prioritization
-    Capacity Allocation Planning

6-8 Weeks

RPA90X Delivery Pod
Process Analyst

RPA Engineer

RPA Lead

Process Defination

Automation/Development/Testing

Solution Design

SLA Definition

UAT Support

Process Design

Escalation Procedures

Development Support

Tech. Architecture
E2E Configuration

The RPA90X program is a proven program that helps companies achieve real fast results with their automation initiatives and
comes with a risk-free 30-Day guarantee. Contact us today to discuss how RPA90X can help your business achieve its automation
goals and see some real results from RPA90X programs implemented in different industries below.

RPA90X Use Cases
RPA90X at a Loan Servicing Company

Processes Created
• Claims
• Customer Credit Disputes
• Denials

$18,600

930+

Monthly ROI

Man Hours Saved

RPA90X was a gateway for many saving opportunities at this Loan Servicing Company. The client began with the RPA90X Program and with the
guidance and expertise of the Accelirate team saw an immediate ROI as they had three RPA Processes designed and implemented by the end of the
90 Days. Since then, the client has worked with Accelirate to automate numerous time-consuming tasks, alleviating pressure off of their employees,
increasing overall employee morale at work, seeing huge dollar amount savings at the bottom line, and most importantly increased ability to assist
customers as more employees were free of repetitive tasks to help individual consumers properly and more efficiently.

RPA90X at a Large Energy Company

Processes Created
• Electronic Ticketing Support
• Accounts Payable

$15,200

760+

Monthly ROI

Man Hours Saved

For this Large Energy Company, RPA90X helped the client to fully understand RPA and the many benefits it offers beyond just time and money saved.
By the end of the 90 Days the client had two processes implemented and since then is seeing over $15,000 returned to their business each month
from their investment in the Accelerator program. The success they have seen and the relationship they have built with us from the implementation
of their current processes have inspired them to move forward in their RPA Journey even more by continuously looking for new process automation
opportunities to pursue next.

“RPA90X was an excellent program to help us quickly understand how best to utilize RPA in our unique
organization. With the blueprint that RPA90X delivered we are confidently moving forward with new
automation opportunities found on our RPA journey.”

Business Optimization
Lead at a Large
Energy Company

RPA90X at a Higher Education Company

Processes Created
• Accounts Receivable
• Enrollment
• Enrollment OCR

$20,900

1,030+

Monthly ROI

Man Hours Saved

For this Higher Education company, Accelirate implemented the RPA90X Program to help the client get their initiatives in shape and identify which
processes were the best fit for automation. With ROI as the focus, we were able to get three RPA processes up and running by the end of the 90 days.
We took the client from a company that had no RPA implemented, to a company that is saving over $20,000 every month from the three processes
they now have in place. RPA90X was such an incredible tool for them that the company decided to further the partnership with Accelirate and
currently in the process of selecting more tasks to automate.

“RPA90X helped our company to jump start its RPA program, by identifying proof-of-concept projects and adding
training on how to assess projects and develop a start-to-finish project management process. We are very pleased
with the results of our RPA90X program and pleased with Accelirate’s ability to tailor the program to meet the needs
of our company by helping us deliver tangible results. The Accelirate team has been flexible and responsive and has
used their expertise around RPA and business process design to become a valued business partner.”
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Accelirate Inc
440 Sawgrass Corporate Parkway
Suite 210
Sunrise, FL 33325
Info@accelirate.com

VP of Internal
Audit at
A Higher
Educaton
Company

www.accelirate.com

